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Here is how some
of the biggest
celebrities from the
world of Bollywood
and sports marked
the start of Ganesh
Chaturthi — the 11
day festival began
on September 13

Abhinav Verma

T
here is nothingwrong
with havingwrinkles on
your face. Aswe age, our

skin naturally gets drier and
thinner, and loses its
elasticity. However, if you are
getting prematurewrinkles,
then it could be a cause for
concern. To understandwhat
causes prematurewrinkles,
we spokewith dermatologists
DrGeetaMehra Fazalbhoy
andDrRohit Batra. They
explain how our lifestyle
choices and the environment
canwreak havoc.

SLEEPING ON YOUR
STOMACH
When you sleep on your
stomach or on your sides, you
tend to put pressure on your
face. This can lead to
breakdown of collagen,
resulting inwrinkles. It’s
preferable to sleep on your
back, say experts. This
positionmaynot be easy to
maintain in the beginning, but
with time, it becomes easier.

SQUINTING
Squinting and highly
animated facial expressions,
such as raising your eyebrows
and frowning, can also result
inwrinkles.When you squint,
your facialmuscles contract.
This squeezes your skin cells,
resulting in loss of elasticity.
Squinting is a habit for quite a
lot of people. However, with
conscious efforts, you can
overcome this detrimental
habit, thereby preventing the
formation ofwrinkles.

DRY SKIN
If your skin is dry, then
chances are that you aremore
susceptible towrinkles. People
with dry skin produce less
sebum (skin’s natural
moisturiser), which acts as a
protection barrier for your
skin from the vagaries of
elements.Moisturise
religiously, at least twice a
day, to preventwrinkles.

SUN EXPOSURE
The biggest culprit for
wrinkles is the sun. UV rays in
sunlight can penetrate the
deepest of skin layers and can
destroy collagen, resulting in a
loss of elasticity. How to avoid
it? Always use a sunblock
according to your skin type—
andwemean evenwhen you
are driving or sitting by the
window. Indirect exposure to
sunrays can also cause
wrinkles.

DRINKINGWITH A
STRAW
One of the lesser known
culprits for causingwrinkles
is drinkingwith a straw.When
you drink froma straw, the
muscles around the jaw
contract. If done repeatedly,
this can lead to premature
wrinkles.

LACK OF SLEEP
If you are sleep deprived, then
your skin repair process slows
down. The skin’s pH level is
affected and so is its ability to
remain hydrated. All of this
leads to poor collagen

formation, causing early
appearance ofwrinkles.

EXCESSIVE USE OF
BEAUTY PRODUCTS
Cosmetic products can help
your skin, but their excessive
use can causemore harm than
good. They can cause
irritation, redness, clogged
pores, andwhat not. All of this
can slow down collagen and
sebumproduction, leading to
prematurewrinkles.
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